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              Anne of Green Gables

              
 by   Lucy Maud Montgomery 
Anne of Green Gables is written by L. M. Montgomery, a Canadian writer whose literary works are popular among readers of all ages including children.

This novel is a fiction story of a young orphan girl named Anne Shirley. Matthew and Marilla Cuthbert the siblings at their fifties were looking to adopt a boy to take care of their farm in Prince ..
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              Anne of the Island

              
 by   Lucy Maud Montgomery 
Anne of the Island is a novel written by Lucy Maud Montgomery, a Canadian novelist remembered for creation of the fictitious character Anne, an Orphaned girl and the central character of Anne of Green Gables series books that brought worldwide followers to the author.

This novel is sequel to Anne of Green Gables and opens up with Anne quits her ..
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              Anne of Avonlea

              
 by   Lucy Maud Montgomery 
Anne of Avonlea is a novel written by Lucy Maud Montgomery, a Canadian writer known for his sequels of Anne of Green Gables, which narrates the life of a good natured orphan girl who rises to heights. Notable series works of this author are Emily trilogy, Pat of Silver Bush, The Story Girl and Chronicles of Avonlea.

A sequel to Anne of Green Gab..
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              Anne's House of Dreams

              
 by   Lucy Maud Montgomery 
Anne's House of Dreams is the fifth novel of the Anne of Green Gables series written by the Canadian novelist Lucy Maud Montgomery.

The novel opens with Anne getting married with her childhood sweetheart Gilbert Blythe and starts their life is a small house, nearby Four Winds Point where Gilbert starts his medical practice. Anne calls this house..
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              Rainbow Valley

              
 by   Lucy Maud Montgomery 
Lucy Maud Montgomery portrays her popular heroine Anne Shirley as a middle aged mother in her novel Rainbow Valley.  Having been blessed with six children The Blythe family, this time helps thing widowed neighbor John Meredith, who struggles to parent his four children. As the novel progress Anne makes Meredith to realize the need for a mother..
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              Rilla of Ingleside

              
 by   Lucy Maud Montgomery 
Unusual to the base of Anne Of Green Gables series Lucy explores the World War in her novel Rilla of Ingleside.  Anne Shirley's role in this novel is very much limited and revolves around her youngest daughter Rilla in her juvenile age. It is believed that Lucy's original manuscript is edited to comply with the current anti-German sentiment. T..
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              Chronicles of Avonlea

              
 by   Lucy Maud Montgomery 
Chronicles of Avonlea is the compilation of Montgomery's 12 short stories set in the fictional village Avonlea, created by the author in her Anne of Green Gables series. Lucy's heroine Anne Shirley's contribution to the story is only limited to first two stories The Hurrying of Ludovic and The Courting of Prissy Strong. Rest of the stories she has ..
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              The Story Girl

              
 by   Lucy Maud Montgomery 
With writing of The Story Girl, Canadian author Montgomery had created another lovable character Sara Stanley. This novel is narrated from the prespective of Beverley, who came with his brother to spend their holiday at his aunt Janet's farm.  Sara Stanley, their neighbor is a girl of stories, who narrates englighting tales to the group of kid..
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